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Magnesium alloy AZ31 shows excellent ductility and formability at elevated temperatures, and using hot
splitting spinning it can be formed into a structural component subjected to impact loadings, such as, a
wheel hub of aero undercarriage or kinds of light whole wheels. In this paper, based on the analysis of
microstructures and deformation characteristics of magnesium alloy AZ31, a reasonable deformation
temperature range is obtained during the thermoplastic forming process. Adopting a flow stress model
of magnesium alloy AZ31 considering the dynamic recrystallization (DRX), a 3D elastic–plastic FE model
of hot splitting spinning of magnesium alloy AZ31 is established based on the FEM software platform of
ABAQUS/Explicit and a developed 3D-FE model of cold splitting spinning, and its reliability is validated.
Furthermore, field distributions of deformed component, including temperature fields, stress fields and
strain fields, and variations of different nodal temperatures are obtained. And the influencing laws of dif-
ferent initial temperatures of disk blank and different feed rates of splitting roller on forming quality of
deformed flanges are investigated, consequently the optimal forming temperature is approximate 300 �C
and the optimal feed rate of splitting roller ranges from 1 to 3 mm/s during the hot splitting spinning pro-
cess of magnesium alloy AZ31. The results may help to understand the forming characteristics and opti-
mum design of the hot splitting spinning process.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As one kind of lightweight alloys in the widely applications,
magnesium alloys are currently the lightest structural materials
with low density, high specific strength and specific stiffness, supe-
rior damping capacity [1–3]. The superior damping capacity is pro-
vided by the lower Young’s modulus-E, and the value of E is no
sensitive to material microstructures. When a structural compo-
nent of magnesium alloy is subject to the same impact loadings,
it can perform more elastic deformation and absorb more impact
energy. Besides, stress distributions inside of a structural compo-
nent of magnesium alloy are more uniform, thereby high stress
concentrations can be avoided. Therefore, a structural component
of magnesium alloy subjected to the impact loadings can be
formed. Meanwhile, as one new continuous and local plastic form-
ing technology, splitting spinning is designed to split a revolving
disk blank from the outer rectangular edge into two flanges using
a roller called splitting roller with a sharp corner, and then shaping
spinning is done by two or three other forming rollers [4,5], as
ll rights reserved.
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shown in Fig. 1. Compared with other conventional methods com-
bining with casting, forging and welding and then mechanical pro-
cessing, splitting spinning has the remarkable advantages of high
efficiency, low cost and good flexibility, and its products for aero-
nautics, astronautics, automobile and weapon industry meet the
high quality and high precision demands and are developed at
low costs in short time [6–9]. Accordingly, based on the above
remarkable advantages and application foregrounds of magnesium
alloy AZ31 and the above manufacturing predominance of splitting
spinning, a structure component of magnesium alloy AZ31 sub-
jected to the impact loadings and with high quality and high pre-
cision can be formed using hot splitting spinning, such as, a
wheel hub of aero undercarriage or kinds of light whole wheels.

According to the past research on deformation property of mag-
nesium alloy, the ductility and formability of magnesium alloy is
low at room temperature due to its hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
crystal structure, so it is difficult to be deformed. However, it
shows excellent ductility and formability at elevated temperatures
[10]. Especially, magnesium alloy AZ31 is characterized by a good
formability and ductility at elevated temperature [11]. The investi-
gation by Ogawa et al. [12] indicated that the determination of
appropriate forming temperature of magnesium alloy AZ31 is
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the splitting spinning process.
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one of key factors, thereby the forming limit is improved and the
fracture of specimen is avoided. The investigation by Doege and
Droder [13] indicated that high forming limit of magnesium alloy
AZ31 could be obtained when the forming temperature exceeds
200 �C, on the contrary, forming limit reduced and forming quality
of a structural component decreased when forming temperature
reaches above 450 �C. Consequently, many recent research activi-
ties show that, magnesium alloy AZ31 has the features of the high
plastic formability from 200 �C to 450 �C [14], and it can be de-
formed into desired a structural component.

Due the limitation of experimental study and theoretical analy-
sis, the investigations on the distributions of stress, strain and tem-
perature and the influencing laws of forming parameters on
forming quality are difficulties during metal deformation pro-
cesses. FE numerical simulation is applied increasingly and is
becoming a very important tool for the research on the field distri-
butions and forming quality of a structural component [15–18]. At
present, there exists only some research on the FE numerical sim-
ulations of splitting spinning. Based on the FE software DEFORM2D
V5.02 and MARC/Autoforge V1.2, Hauk et al. [19] studied the form-
ing characteristics and rules of splitting spinning using elastic–
plastic FEM, and the mechanism and laws of geometric dimensions
of disk blank and friction influencing on deformation during the
process are obtained under the two-dimensional space. And then
experimental research are performed by means of the equipments
called Tooling System, the influencing laws of different materials,
different feed rates and different splitting spinning angles on split-
ting spinning force during the process are obtained [20]. The devi-
ation between two-dimensional simulation data and experiment
data is acceptable, so the results are usable. Nevertheless, the
3D-FE model reduced disk blank, simplified feeding mechanism
system and ignored friction action between disk blank and sup-
porting roller during the process in order to reduce computational
time and improve computational efficiency. So, the above assump-
tions resulted in lower computational precision, such as, the split-
ting spinning force in simulations was less than the one in
experiments, about one half. So in order to obtain more accurate
simulation results, a reliable and practical 3D-FE model of splitting
spinning should be established.

The authors have studied the cold splitting spinning process of
aluminium alloy [21–24]. A reliable and practical 3D-FE model of
cold splitting spinning of aluminium alloy is established, and the
variations of spinning force, stress fields and strain fields with time
are obtained [21]. The influencing laws of forming parameters of
splitting spinning on the quality and precision of flanges are inves-
tigated based on the forming characteristics of splitting spinning
combining with the behaviors of roller [22]. The influencing laws
of material parameters on splitting spinning force, splitting spin-
ning moment and forming quality of flange have been investigated
[23]. A reliable theoretical model established by the principal
stress method is proposed for the calculation of splitting spinning
force, and the influencing laws of forming parameters on splitting
spinning force are investigated [24]. However, the research on hot
splitting spinning of magnesium alloy AZ31 is scant by now, so the
above results may help study hot splitting spinning of magnesium
alloy AZ31.

In this paper, according to the analysis of microstructures and
deformation characteristics of magnesium alloy AZ31, the reason-
able forming temperature range is obtained during the thermo-
plastic forming process. Adopting a flow stress model of
magnesium alloy AZ31 considering the dynamic recrystallization
(DRX), a 3D elastic–plastic FE model of hot splitting spinning for
magnesium alloy AZ31 is established based on the FEM software
platform of ABAQUS/Explicit, and then the reliability is verified
by theoretical evaluation. Furthermore, field distributions of de-
formed component, including temperature fields, stress fields
and strain fields, and variations of different nodal temperature
are obtained. And the influencing laws of different initial tempera-
tures of disk blank and different feed rates of splitting roller on the
forming quality and precision of deformed flanges are investigated,
consequently the optimal forming temperature and the optimal
feed rate of splitting roller during the hot splitting spinning process
of magnesium alloy AZ31 are obtained.

2. Research methodology

2.1. Microstructures and deformation characteristics of magnesium
alloy AZ31

The deformation mechanisms of magnesium alloy mainly con-
tain twinning and slip, and deformation texture roots in basal slips
among grain boundaries [25–27]. All these deformation mecha-
nisms and texture characteristics affect plastic deformation behav-
iors, formability and mechanical property of magnesium alloy
strongly. During the hot splitting spinning process, magnesium al-
loy AZ31 (Mg–3mass%Al–1%massZn–0.5%massMn) disk blank is
mainly extruded, so microstructures of the extrusion specimen in
different forming temperatures must be realized in order to obtain
the optimal forming parameters and forming temperature range.

Thermal mechanical property of magnesium alloy AZ31 is quite
related to processing technology, heat treatment process and so on,
especially when different forming temperatures, thermal mechan-
ical property of magnesium alloy AZ31 varies on a large scope.
Therefore, according to the analysis of microstructures and defor-
mation characteristics of magnesium alloy AZ31, thermoplastic
deformation mechanism are obtained. And then the forming rules
during the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31
under tensile stress and compressive stress simultaneously is
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revealed and the optimal forming parameters and forming temper-
ature range are obtained.

According to excellent ductility and formability at elevated
temperatures and high temperature variation from 200 �C to
450 �C, there are two kinds of specimen [27], which are the extru-
sion magnesium alloy AZ31 processed by extruding at 500 �C is
called the sample A (exceeding the high temperature variation)
and the extrusion magnesium alloy AZ31 processed by extruding
at 210 �C is called the sample B (within high temperature varia-
tion). Fig. 2 is shown as microstructure of magnesium alloy AZ31
specimen, (a) sample A and (b) sample B [27]. Usually, the plastic-
ity or ductility of magnesium alloy AZ31 is low at room tempera-
ture, but at elevated temperatures, plastic deformation energy is
activated among grains and grain boundaries, so the plasticity
and forming limit are improved.

For magnesium alloy AZ31, forming temperature must be con-
trolled from 200 �C to 450 �C. Because plastic deformation energy
is inactivated among grains and grain boundaries below 200 �C,
and disk blank of magnesium alloy AZ31 may brittle fracture eas-
ily, nevertheless, when temperature being above 450 �C, disk blank
of magnesium alloy AZ31 may be oxide etch and grain size may be-
come large, even phase transformation arises and plasticity de-
creases, as shown in Fig. 2a. According to Fig. 2, it can be found
that, microstructure of sample A shows large grain size obviously
and the average grain size is 71 lm for sample A, and microstruc-
ture of sample B shows close and small grain size and the average
grain size is 8 lm for sample B.

According to the analysis of microstructures, the energy of twin
interfaces is significantly large for magnesium alloy AZ31 and twin
nucleation decreases with decreasing grain size. The plasticity and
formability of magnesium alloy AZ31 is low and the response of
plastic deformation is inadequacy below 200 �C. But when magne-
sium alloy AZ31 at elevated temperatures, the plastic deformation
energy transforms internal energy and the forming process is done
successfully and well, consequently the requirement of close and
small grain size in a whole structural component is satisfied.
Meanwhile, it is necessary to control the upper limit of forming
temperature in order to avoid oxide etch and large grain size in
the whole structural component of magnesium alloy AZ31, even
phase transformation.

Furthermore, due to dynamic recovery (DRV) and dynamic
recrystallization (DRX), deformation magnesium alloy shows dis-
tinct high temperature softening during the hot splitting spinning
process. The strain softening is the typical characteristic of the ele-
vated flow stress model of magnesium alloys, whose material re-
sponse can principally be divided into two categories during the
hot forming process, DRV type and DRX type. For magnesium alloy
AZ31, DRX is the main characteristic of flow stress curves [28]. And
also, the temperature of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) of magne-
sium alloy AZ31 is approximate from 533 K to 593 K [28].
Fig. 2. Microstructure of magnesium alloy AZ31 ex
According to above microstructures and deformation character-
istics of magnesium alloy AZ31 with the characteristics of homoge-
neous and isotropic elastic–plastic body, it is necessary to satisfy
the condition of five independent slips at the beginning of plastic
deformation, afterward the relaxation mechanisms for the stress
concentration of plastic deformation at the grain boundaries are
important at a subsequent or final forming stage. Besides, the plas-
tic deformation mechanisms depend on the grain size. Further-
more, magnesium alloy AZ31 shows excellent ductility and
plasticity when forming temperature ranges from 200 �C to
450 �C. Therefore, plastic deformation mechanisms of magnesium
alloy AZ31 and research foundations of hot splitting spinning of
magnesium alloy AZ31 are obtained.
2.2. Coupled thermo-mechanical FE model of hot splitting spinning of
magnesium alloy AZ31

2.2.1. Constitutive equation for magnesium alloy AZ31
Microstructures during the thermal plastic forming process re-

flects constitutive equations of thermal plastic deformation on the
macroscopic view, namely, the flow stress model with the charac-
teristics of temperatures, strain rate, strain and microstructure
evolution. It represents one basic variable during the hot forming
process, and determines the loadings quantity and the required en-
ergy magnitude.

The flow stress curves of magnesium alloy AZ31 at various
strain rate is shown in Fig. 3 [28]. According to Fig. 3, the charac-
teristics of magnesium alloy AZ31 stress–strain curves are repre-
sented as follows: (1) In the initial stage of the forming process,
the stress abruptly increases to a peak due to the dominance of
work hardening. (2) When the strain rate increases while the tem-
perature is fixed, or the temperature decreases while the strain
rate keeps unchanged, the overall level of the flow stress curve en-
hances correspondingly due to the growing work hardening. (3)
When deformation exceeds the peak strain, the flow stress de-
creases at a rate which reduces with increasing strain as softening
caused by DRX overtakes hardening caused by work hardening. (4)
The flow stress shows steady-state region due to the equilibrium of
work softening and work hardening finally. Consequently, a rea-
sonable constitutive equations of magnesium alloy AZ31 which
satisfies above deformation characteristics in the study is adopted
as follows [28]:

lnr ¼ wðe� epÞ2 ln neþ ln rp; ð1Þ

where r is plastic stress, e is plastic strain, rp is the peak stress, ep is
the peak strain, the value of parameter n is 0.6993, and the value of
parameter w is 1.683 at the following deformation conditions: the
temperature – T less than or equal 523 K, T less than or equal
573 K and strain rate – _e greater than or equal 0.1 s�1, T less than
trusions, (a) sample A and (b) sample B [27].



Fig. 3. Schematic of the stress–strain curves of magnesium alloy AZ31 at various strain rate: (a) _e ¼ 0:001�1, (b) _e ¼ 0:01�1, (c) _e ¼ 0:1�1, and (d) _e ¼ 1�1 [28].

Fig. 4. FE model of hot splitting spinning under the ABAQUS/Explicit (for meshing).
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or equal 623 K and _e greater than or equal 1 s�1; and the value of w
equals to 1.28 at the other deformation conditions. The stress–
strain curves of magnesium alloy AZ31 considering both macro-
scopic behavior and microscopic mechanism express the sensitivity
of flow stress to temperature, strain rate, strain and microstructure
evolution. This model of flow stress is in good agreement with the
experiments data and has higher precision. The standard deviation
between the model prediction values and the experiments data is
approximately 2.32%. So, as far as the elevated deformation is con-
cerned, this model can be applied to hot splitting spinning of mag-
nesium alloy AZ31.

2.2.2. Establishment and verification of FE model
The heat transfer during the hot splitting spinning process is a

very complicated coupled thermo-mechanical problem. During
the process, the free surface of disk blank exchanges heat with
external environment in manner of convection and radiation, and
the contact surface conducts heat to the dies. Meanwhile, the plas-
ticity deformation energy of disk blank is mostly converted into
heat energy and internal energy. The interaction of the above-men-
tioned two factors makes it difficult to analyze the thermal–
mechanical problem of hot splitting spinning accurately with ana-
lytical method, while the numerical method, especially finite ele-
ment method, is feasible and effective. In FE modeling process,
material is a homogeneous and isotropic elastic–plastic body,
and follows von Mises yield criterion and shear friction model [29].

Consequently in this study, according to the past research [21],
based on the FEM software platform of ABAQUS/Explicit, a 3D elas-
tic–plastic FE model of hot splitting spinning of magnesium alloy
AZ31 is established, as shown in Fig. 4. Diskblank is defined as a
3D deformable solid body, SplittingRoller is defined as an analyti-
cal rigid body, and two Mandrels are defined as discrete rigid
bodies. The FE model is reliable and reasonable by the validation
of the past research [21]. Due to joining the thermal analysis pro-
cedure, it is necessary for hot splitting spinning of magnesium al-
loy AZ31 to carry out the theoretical evaluation [30,31]. In order to
indicate the FE results being a receivable quasi-static solution,
there are two main criteria, (1) when kinetic energy of deformation
materials do not exceed approximately 5–10% of internal energy
during the mostly simulation time, the adoptive mass scaling fac-
tor is reasonable, and (2) in order to obtain smooth solutions, it is
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necessary to validate whether the curve of kinetic energy is ade-
quately smooth [32].

The relative values between Kinetic energy (ALLKE) and Internal
energy (ALLIE) for whole model is shown in Fig. 5. According to
Fig. 5, at the steady forming stage, the relative values between Ki-
netic energy and Internal energy is less than 5% obviously, so the
curve satisfies the first criterion. The variations of Kinetic energy
for whole model is shown in Fig. 6. According to Fig. 6, the Kinetic
energy reaches a peak value in a short time, and then keeps steady
state all the time, so the curve satisfies the second criterion. There-
fore, this 3D elastic–plastic coupled thermo-mechanical FE model
of hot splitting spinning of magnesium alloy AZ31 is reliable, stea-
dy and usable.
Fig. 6. The variations of kinetic energy for whole model.

Table 1
Thermal conductivity of magnesium alloy AZ31.

Temperature, �C Thermal conductivity, W/(m �C)

96.4 25
101 100
105 200
109 300
113 400

Table 2
Thermal expansion coefficient of magnesium alloy AZ31.

Temperature, �C Expansion coefficient, �C�1

100 2.64E�005
200 2.7E�005
300 2.79E�005

Table 3
Young’s modulus of magnesium alloy AZ31.

Temperature, �C Young’s modulus, GPa

20 40.2
3. Results and discussion

Based on the above established reliable, steady and usable FE
model, this study adopts the temperature-dependent thermal con-
ductivity, thermal expansion coefficient, Young’s modulus and spe-
cific heat for magnesium alloy AZ31 (density: 1780 kg/m3, Poisson
ratio: 0.33) listed in Tables 1–4 [8,33] and processing parameters
of hot splitting spinning listed in Table 5 to numerical simulate.
The field distributions of deformed component, including temper-
ature fields, stress fields and strain fields, and the variation of dif-
ferent nodal temperature are obtained, and the influencing laws of
different initial temperatures of disk blank and different feed rates
of splitting roller on the quality and precision of deformed flanges
are investigated, consequently the optimal forming temperature
and the optimal feed rate of splitting roller during the hot splitting
spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31 are determined.

3.1. Temperature fields

During the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy
AZ31, because of the heat exchange between Diskblank and the
external environment or the heat loss and the uneven interior heat
source caused by the inhomogeneous deformation of Diskblank,
the inner temperature gradient of deformed Diskblank are very
large [34,35]. Temperature field distributions of Diskblank during
the process is shown in Fig. 7. According to Fig. 7, temperature field
distributions of Diskblank are very uneven, and the temperature of
deformed section of Diskblank is much higher than that of unde-
formed section. The temperature of inner section of Diskblank con-
Fig. 5. The relative values between kinetic energy and internal energy for whole
model.

75 37.3
100 34.3
125 30.9
150 30.4
200 29.4
250 27.5

Table 4
Specific heat of magnesium alloy AZ31.

Temperature, �C Specific heat, J/(kg �C)

20 1050
100 1130
200 1170
300 1210
350 1260
tacting with roller is higher than that of bilaterally symmetrical
sections of Diskblank contacting with mandrels. The former tem-
perature reaches about 270 �C and the latter temperature is just
about 220 �C, as shown in Fig. 7a, and the former temperature



Table 5
Processing parameters of hot splitting spinning.

Initial diameter of Diskblank, mm 100.0
Initial thickness of Diskblank, mm 10.0
Diameter of SplittingRoller, mm 99.17
Splitting angle of SplittingRoller, degree 45.0
Radius of corner of SplittingRoller, mm 1.0
Feed rate of SplittingRoller, mm/s 1.0
Rotational speed of Mandrels, rpm 98.0
Dimension of Mandrels, mm 100.0
Friction coefficient between Diskblank and SplittingRoller 0.15
Friction coefficient between Diskblank and Mandrels 0.15
Temperature of environment, �C 20
Temperature of dies, �C 200
Initial temperature of Diskblank, �C 300
Heat transfer coefficient (Diskblank-dies), W/(m2 �C) 2000
Heat transfer coefficient (Diskblank-environment), W/(m2 �C) 20

Fig. 7. Temperature field distributions of Diskblank.

Fig. 8. Location of trace points.

Fig. 9. Variations of temperatures with time at different trace points.
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reaches about 250 �C and the latter temperature is just about
210 �C, as shown in Fig. 7b. It is because friction and plastic defor-
mation produce heat during the process, but the type of contact is
surface contact and the temperature difference between dies and
Diskblank is relatively large, so as to appear the large temperature
gradients.

3.2. Nodal temperatures

In order to study the variations of different nodal temperatures
for the whole disk blank, the location of trace points, including
point A, point B and point C in the middle layer of disk blank and
point D, point E and point F in the upper layer of disk blank, are
shown in Fig. 8. The variations of temperatures with time at differ-
ent trace points during the process are shown in Fig. 9. According
to Fig. 9, the temperature variations between point A and point D is
similar, so do point B and point E as well as point C and point F.
Point A and point D are both the trace points of outer circumferen-
tial surface of disk blank, but point A contacting with roller in the
middle layer belongs to local plastic deformation zone and point D
contacting with mandrels in the upper layer belongs to deformed
flanges zone. Although the curves between point A and point D is
similar, the temperature of point A reaches one extremum at inter-
vals at the ending stage of the process and the extremum is a little
more than that of point D. Because at the ending stage of the pro-
cess, the deformation heat leads to ascend at intervals at point A
after the temperature of point A goes down to about 240 �C. Be-
sides, point A obtains the contact heat, radiation and friction heat,
so that the temperature of point A is more than that of point D. Be-
cause of higher temperature of Diskblank, heat exchange exists be-
tween dies and environment. There is no enough time to exchange
heat with the outside at the beginning of simulation, but as the
simulation going on, external temperature of Diskblank descends,
so there is a temperature gradient between inside and outside of
Diskblank leading to the heat is transferred to the outside of
Diskblank.

The curve of point B is extremely similar to the curve of point E
and the curve of point C is also extremely similar to the curve of
point F, but the temperature of point B is a little more than that
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of point E and the temperature of point C is a little more than that
of point F. The point in the middle layer of disk blank lies on the
local plastic deformation zone, so more deformation heat is ob-
tained. For the temperature distributions in the same layer of disk
blank, the temperature of point A is more than that of point B and
the temperature of point B is more than that of point C, and mean-
while the temperature of point D is more than that of point E and
the temperature of point E is more than that of point F. The reasons
are that, the deformation of outside circumferential zone is larger,
and meanwhile the deformation energy and friction heat is larger
than heat transferred from the surface to the environment. So,
the temperature of point A and that of point D are relatively higher.
Fig. 11. The variations of equivalent plastic strain fields with time.
3.3. Strain fields

The logarithmic strain vector distributions at the ending stage
of deformation are shown in Fig. 10. The logarithmic strain can re-
flect the accumulative effects of plastic deformation and metal
flow directions. Therefore, the upper surface of deformed flanges
contacting with mandrels and the under surface of deformed
flanges contacting with roller both perform the tensile stress dur-
ing the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31,
including section A and section C, as shown in Fig. 10. This state
leads to the increase of deformed flanges steadily. But Diskblank
in section A and section C will fracture on condition that larger ten-
sile stress. The middle part of deformed flanges performs the com-
pressive stress during the process, including section B, as shown in
Fig. 10. This state leads to deformed flanges being more regular fig-
ures and higher quality and precision. But Diskblank in section B
will wrinkle on condition that larger compressive stress.

The variations of equivalent plastic strain fields with time dur-
ing the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31 are
shown in Fig. 11. Compared with the past research on cold splitting
spinning [21], the temperature of two flanges is higher than that of
local plastic deformation zone of flanges during the process due to
deformed flanges contacting with both roller and mandrels. Conse-
quently, there are two symmetrical belts in which equivalent
strain distributions are uniform and even, as shown in Fig. 11b.
Furthermore, due to the thermal plastic deformation, the maxi-
mum equivalent plastic strain of hot splitting spinning is more
Fig. 10. Logarithmic strain vector distributions at the ending stage of deformation: A – r
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
than the maximum equivalent plastic strain of cold splitting
spinning.
ed, B – blue, C – yellow. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
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3.4. Stress fields

The variations of equivalent stress fields with time during the
hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31 are shown
in Fig. 12. According to Fig. 12, compared with the past research on
cold splitting spinning [21], stress concentration are not presented
in the local plastic deformation zone contacting with roller due to
the existence of softening process from DRX. There are enough heat
for DRX in the upper surface of disk blank, therefore stress concen-
tration are presented in the zone contacting with mandrels. Fur-
thermore, the figure of stress concentration zone is not like a
belt, only a corresponding section contacting with local plastic
deformation zone.

3.5. Forming quality of deformed flanges

Due to the existence of softening process from DRX, different
initial temperatures of disk blank and different feed rates of split-
ting roller have the important effects on the forming quality and
precision of deformed flanges, so the corresponding influencing
laws must be investigated. To study the influencing laws of differ-
ent initial temperatures of disk blank and different feed rates of
splitting roller on the forming quality and precision of deformed
flanges, the quantitative evaluations of deformed flanges are as fol-
lowing [22], including thickness deviation of flanges �dt and angle
deviation of inner-face/outer-face �d1/d2. The definition of the
Fig. 12. The variations of equivalent stress fields with time.
responding geometries of the roller and the disk blank is shown
in Fig. 13. The thickness deviation of flanges �dt is expressed by

dt ¼
t � t0

t0
� 100%; ð2Þ

where t is the thickness of simulation results and t0 is the standard
thickness. The angle deviation of inner-face �d1, which contacts
with the surfaces of roller, is expressed by

d1 ¼
a1 � a0

a0
� 100%; ð3Þ

where a1 is the angle of inner-face of flanges and a0 is the standard
angle. The angle deviation of outer-face �d2, which contacts with
the surfaces of mandrels, is expressed by

d2 ¼
a2 � a0

a0
� 100%; ð4Þ

where a2 is the angle of outer-face of flanges and a0 is the standard
angle.

The influencing laws of initial temperature of Diskblank on
thickness deviation of deformed flanges are shown in Fig. 14.
According to Fig. 14, in the defined scope of initial temperature
of Diskblank, thickness deviation of deformed flanges decreases
distinctly at the beginning stage, and then is close to approxi-
mately zero when temperature is 300 �C, and increases gradually
with the increase of forming temperature, and finally reaches
about 2%.

The influencing laws of initial temperature of Diskblank on an-
gle deviation of deformed flanges are shown in Fig. 15. According
to Fig. 15, in the defined scope of initial temperature of Diskblank,
the angle deviation of outer-face is a little more than that of inner-
face, and they remain with the similar curves. The curves decreases
distinctly at the beginning stage, and then increases gradually with
the increase of forming temperature. When temperature is 300 �C,
both angle deviations of deformed flanges are close to approxi-
mately zero simultaneously.

The influencing laws of feed rate of splitting roller on thickness
deviation of deformed flanges are shown in Fig. 16. According to
Fig. 16, in the defined scope of feed rate of splitting roller, there
are three phases for the changing curve. When v < 1 mm/s, thick-
ness deviation of deformed flanges increases distinctly and are
negative. When 1 6 v 6 3 mm=s, thickness deviation holds
approximately zero. When v > 3 mm/s, thickness deviation in-
creases gradually and are positive, and the value is more than 4%.
Fig. 13. The definition of the responding geometries of the roller and the disk blank.



Fig. 14. The influencing laws of initial temperature of Diskblank on thickness
deviation.

Fig. 15. The influencing laws of initial temperature of Diskblank on angle deviation.

Fig. 16. The influencing laws of feed rate of splitting roller on thickness deviation.

Fig. 17. The influencing laws of feed rate of splitting roller on angle deviation.
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The influencing laws of feed rate of splitting roller on angle
deviation of deformed flanges are shown in Fig. 17. According to
Fig. 17, in the defined scope of feed rate of splitting roller, when
v < 1 mm/s, angle deviation of deformed flanges increases sud-
denly and are negative, and the values are less than �8%; when
1 6 v 6 3 mm=s, angle deviation hold approximately from 0% to
2%; when v > 3 mm/s, angle deviation increases gradually, and an-
gle deviation of inner-face reaches above 2% and angle deviation of
outer-face reaches above 4%.

The above two quantitative evaluations of deformed flanges are
relatively larger values when temperature is about 200 �C, namely,
for initial temperature of Diskblank, thickness deviation is more
than 6%, angle deviation of inner-face is more than 9% and angle
deviation of outer-face is more 5%, and meanwhile for feed rate
of splitting roller, thickness deviation is less than �5%, angle devi-
ation of inner-face and outer-face are both less than �9%. And
when temperature is about 450 �C, the above two quantitative
evaluations of deformed flanges become even and steady, but lar-
ger values, namely, for initial temperature of Diskblank, thickness
deviation is more than 4%, angle deviation of inner-face is more
than 6% and angle deviation of outer-face is more 5%, and mean-
while for feed rate of splitting roller, thickness deviation is more
than 6%, angle deviation of inner-face and outer-face are both less
than 4%. Only when forming temperature is about 300 �C, the
above two quantitative evaluations of deformed flanges are close
to zero. The reasons are that, strain hardening and softening from
DRX keep an appropriate balance during the hot splitting spinning
process of magnesium alloy AZ31 when temperature is about
300 �C, so here thickness deviation is minor and angle deviation
is close to zero, and forming quality and precision are highest. In
the same way, when the feed rate of splitting roller is defined from
1 to 3 mm/s, forming quality and precision are also highest during
the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31. Conse-
quently, the optimal forming temperature is approximate 300 �C
and the optimal feed rate of splitting roller ranges from 1 to
3 mm/s during the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium al-
loy AZ31.
4. Conclusions

In this study, based on the coupled thermo-mechanical simula-
tion of the hot splitting spinning process of magnesium alloy AZ31,
the forming characteristics and laws during the process are as
follows:
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(1) During the process, temperature field distributions of Disk-
blank are very uneven, and the temperature of inner section
of Diskblank contacting with roller is higher than that of
bilaterally symmetrical sections of Diskblank contacting
with mandrels, so there is a temperature gradient between
inside and outside of Diskblank.

(2) During the process, section A and section C (Fig. 10) perform
the tensile stress, and this state leads to the increase of
deformed flanges steadily; section B (Fig. 10) performs the
compressive stress, and this state leads to deformed flanges
being more regular figures and higher quality and precision.
There are two symmetrical uniform belts in the equivalent
strain distributions, and the stress concentration are pre-
sented in only one section contacting with mandrels.

(3) The optimal forming temperature is approximate 300 �C and
the optimal feed rate of splitting roller ranges from 1 to
3 mm/s during the hot splitting spinning process of magne-
sium alloy AZ31.
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